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What’s behind the

FTSE100

bull market?

PENSION WEALTH
Making the changes count
You can now take your pension savings when
and how you like once you reach age 55
(57 from 2028) and due to the government’s
pension revolution, passing pension wealth
down the generations has become far easier
and more tax-efficient.
There is now much more choice over how
your beneficiaries can inherit your pension,
even if they are not a dependant. This means
your spouse or partner, adult children,
grandchildren, even friends can benefit and
have the choice to keep the pension money
free from tax within a pension.
Planning ahead is very important because
how your beneficiaries can receive this
inheritance depends on how you decide to
draw an income from your pension and at
what age you die.

Pensions can be inherited tax free
Mark Carney cut interest rates to a new low
of 0.25% in August and expectations for any
meaningful rate went firmly out the window.
The stock market took the news and now
looks set to become even more important for
income investors.
Investors are now looking for higheryielding stocks, but they also come with
higher risk, or more limited capital growth
potential attached to the investment.
During August the FTSE 100 entered a
bullish market, closing more than 20%
higher than its recent low of 5,537 which it
saw in early February 2016. This strong rally
and performance has come despite the
market drop of almost 7% in the immediate
aftermath of the Brexit vote.
This bull market has surprised some
investors, given the political and economic
uncertainty created by the referendum. In
fact the overall performance of the UK stock
market is hiding some significant
discrepancies between sectors. The vote to
leave the EU has thrown up a new division
between companies considered ‘Brexit
winners’ and ‘Brexit losers’.
Investors generally divide the market into
stocks which are ‘cyclical’ and those which
are ‘defensive’. Cyclical stocks are heavily
exposed to wider economic conditions and

defensive stocks are normally better placed
to cope with more austere economic outlook.
While it’s expected that during Brexit
defensive stocks will perform well, you
wouldn’t expect cyclical stocks too, but
some have risen around 20% since the day
before the vote. What we might consider to
be more ‘normal’ trading patterns seem to
have now produced a new unknown trading
pattern and the question is – how will
cyclical companies be affected by Brexit
going forward?
Political stability and lower interest
rates?
With the new government finding its feet the
likelihood of policy continuity is slight, which
has not been lost on investors.
The Bank of England’s Monetary Policy
Committee cut interest rates to a record
0.25%, with the goal of stimulating
investment despite potentially further
weakening sterling (which has fallen 12%
since the referendum result was announced).
The market responded by buying house
building, construction and banking stocks,
which were the losers when the referendum
result was announced. Now lower interest
rates reduced the chances of a serious
housing crisis and greater political certainty
helped to provide stability. By comparison

the traditionally more defensive
pharmaceutical sector was sold off more
than normal.
What action could investors consider?
With interest rates tumbling to further record
lows and despite the recent volatility of the
stock market, it will remain attractive to
many investors. While bond yields are under
continuing pressure, investors will keep
looking for more attractive options.
For equity investors the stock market is
almost the only area for real returns.
Investors need to keep a very close eye on
their stocks and shouldn’t jump to the
conclusion that normal service has been
resumed. The fallout from the Brexit vote will
continue to make the difference to the UK
stock market for some time yet.
Holding that all important diversified
portfolio should help investors guard against
volatility, which is traditionally a mix of
defensive and cyclical stocks. In the current
climate perhaps a portfolio that consists of
both sides of the Brexit coin should be the
strategy.
All yields are variable and not guaranteed.
The value of investments, and any income
from them, can fall as well as rise, so you
could get back less than you invest.

The value of your investment and the income from it can go down as well as up and you may not get back the original amount invested.
Past performance is not a reliable indicator for future results. Levels, bases and reliefs from taxation are subject to change and their value
depends on the individual circumstances of the investor. Please contact us for further information or if you are in any doubt as to the suitability
of an investment.
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If you opt for a pension which allows you to
take an income as and when you want , like a
Self-Invested Personal Pension (SIPP) or
drawdown pension and you die before the age
of 75, it can normally be passed on entirely tax
free.

If you die after reaching age 75, tax will be
deducted on each withdrawal your
beneficiaries make at their highest marginal
rate.
Your beneficiaries can decide, if they wish,
to withdraw the remaining pension as a oneoff lump sum or they can continue/inherit your
plan as their own pension pot.
Opting for an ‘inherited pension pot’ allows
beneficiaries to take out as much or as little
income as they want, when they want.
They can be any age and don’t have to wait
until they retire to make withdrawals, however
if a young family dependant inherits a
drawdown pension, then the rules state they
cannot remain in drawdown past age 23.

What about withdrawals already
made?
Money held within your pension is typically
free from inheritance tax when you die.
However, any money withdrawn from a
pension and held in your bank account or
another type of investment becomes part of
your estate and could be subject to inheritance
tax upon death.

Make sure your nominations are
correct
Don’t delay in nominating those who you want
your pension to be left to, your pension isn’t
normally covered by your Will, so you need to
ensure your pension will be paid out to the
people you want to benefit.
To ensure your wishes are followed, you
need to make sure you inform your pension
providers of who you would like to nominate
as your chosen beneficiaries.

If on your death it is not stated clearly who
your beneficiaries are, then your pension
provider could end up paying your pension to
your estate. In a worst case scenario, that
could be as much as 45% pension tax then
40% inheritance tax.

Not all pensions get passed on
If you choose to purchase an annuity, which is
a set and secure income for life, then the
income will stop on your death unless you built
in specific features when you originally set up
your annuity.
Once set up, an annuity cannot normally be
changed or cancelled, including changing any
beneficiary, so it’s important to choose your
options carefully.

Take appropriate professional
advice
We strongly recommend that you fully
appreciate and understand all of your choices
and check any chosen option is the most
suitable for your circumstances: take
appropriate advice or guidance if you are at all
unsure.
The government’s Pension Wise service can
help. Pension Wise provides free impartial
guidance on your retirement options face-toface, online or over the phone.
This article is not personal advice. We offer a
range of information to help you plan your
own finances and personal advice if requested.
Seek advice if you are not sure which option
is suitable for your circumstances. Tax rules can
change and benefits depend on personal
circumstances.

Most people want to leave at
least a small portion of their
hard earned pension to their
loved ones when they die, so
how can you ensure they will
receive an inheritance.
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Pension plan B
The state pension is said to be ‘dizzy’ with
all the recent changes by the government
over the past few years; increasing the
retirement age, changing the amount and
amending the qualifying criteria are just a
few examples. So what does this mean for
people coming up to retirement soon?
Just how can working age people factor in
the State Pension with any certainty?
One of the most recent changes affects
around 500,000 women in their late 50s.
In addition to the move to bring their State
Pension age in line with men, the increase
in age from 65 to 66 has caused confusion
and anger to many who thought they had
robust retirement plans because they feel
they were given insufficient notice of the
change and it has been rolled out much
faster than anyone anticipated.
In some cases it has added up to
18 months on to the start date of their

State Pension and some women are losing
up to 6 years’ of State Pension income.
These women now find themselves
financially disadvantaged and trying to
bridge the gap at an age when re-entering
employment can be very difficult.
Given this uncertainty and potential for
further pension rule changes, it is more
important than ever to ensure you make
adequate personal pension provision to
protect your future.

Be ready & plan
The best option is to start a private
pension, such as a SIPP (Self Invested
Personal Pension). You can access a SIPP at
any time you want from age 55, for some
this is 10 years before the State Pension is
available. This will rise to 57 in 2028 to
coincide with the further rise in the State
Pension age scheduled for this time.
This can give more flexibility for your
retirement and provide the
option to retire earlier.
A SIPP will bridge the
gap between when
you want to finish
work and when you
start receiving the
State Pension.

But remember, if you start to take benefits
from a pension before state retirement age
there is a chance of the money running out
early if you use drawdown, or if you buy
an annuity earlier the income it pays will
be lower.
Many SIPPS allow you to start investing
monthly from as little as £25 a month.
They are very flexible and allow you to
increase this whenever you want and make
one-off contributions at any time to give
you more flexibility. You can invest almost
anywhere and manage your pension online
or on a smartphone or tablet app.

Have a plan B
The State Pension entitlement is unlikely to
be enough income for most people on its
own. It’s important that you know how
much income you may need in retirement
and make provisions to ensure you can
cover the outgoings. When calculating
these outgoings, take in consideration that
you will probably have paid your mortgage
in full.
Once you have retired, it may be prudent
to have access to cash to cover your
income requirements for up to two years
to ensure, if there are unexpected changes
to pension rules or other unforeseen issues
on your pension savings, you have a plan B.
It is important not to do nothing, but do
something and whatever you do with your
pension, the key is planning early and
making your own provision for retirement,
it could be ISAs, income from a rental
property or a private or workplace pension.
Being happy in retirement takes careful
planning and ensuring you don’t just wait
and hope it will work out.

4 ways to be tax efficient
1. Large withdrawals come with tax
implications
The rules allow you to withdraw your entire
pension in one go. But is this wise?
Normally, up to 25% of your personal
pension can be taken tax free from age 55
(rising to 57 in 2028). The rest is taxed and
contributed towards other income in the tax
year which it is received. This means large
withdrawals are likely to put you into a
higher tax band.
Remember though, if there is no pressures
to take your pension in one go, you can phase
your retirement and take both the tax-free
amount and income in stages. Spreading
withdrawals over more than one tax year
means you avoid paying more tax than you
need to.
2. Making pension contributions after
you retire
Even if you’ve finished working you can still
make pension contributions into your
pension fund and receive up to 45% tax
relief until you are 75.
If you have no income, you can invest up
to £3,600 each year, which is made up as a
payment of £2,880 from you and the
government adds £720. If your spouse is also
a non-earner you can make a payment of
£2,880 on their behalf. If you have earnings
of more than £3,600, you can invest more
into your pension if you wish.
The government will automatically add
20% basic-rate tax relief to your
contributions. Higher or additional-rate tax
payers can claim back the rest through their
tax return.

However, once you have flexibly accessed
your pension, which means you have started
taking an income via drawdown or withdraw
a lump-sum through an UFPLS payment, your
annual allowance for pension contributions
may be capped at £10,000.

3. Tax-efficient assets
Using your ISA before you start taking cash
from your pension is a tax-efficient
retirement strategy. An ISA is a ‘wrapper’ in
which you can shelter savings and
investments from tax, which could be as cash
or stock.
You pay no Capital Gains Tax and no UK
income tax on any growth generated from
investments held within an ISA.
This tax year you can invest up to £15,240
tax free (it has been announced this will rise
to £20,000 for the tax year 2017/18).
The allowance can be split between different
kinds of ISAs, for example a Cash ISA and a
Stocks and Shares ISA, in any way you choose.
The annual ISA allowance is per individual.
This means a married couple, for example,
can put up to £30,480 between them into
ISAs this tax year.
4. Tax efficient planning when you die
When you die, your pension can be passed
tax-efficiently to your family and loved ones,
tax-free in some cases.
Most pension providers will ask you to
nominate your pension beneficiaries, when
you start the pension or during the pension
lifetime. Nomination like this is not usually
legally binding, but it does make your
provider aware of your wishes.

The value of your investment and the income from it can go down as well as up and you
may not get back the original amount invested. Past performance is not a reliable indicator
for future results. Levels, bases and reliefs from taxation are subject to change and their
value depends on the individual circumstances of the investor. Please contact us for further
information or if you are in any doubt as to the suitability of an investment.
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Pensions are typically exempt from
inheritance tax, however, if on your death
you haven’t made it clear who your
beneficiaries are then your pension provider
could end up paying your pension to your
estate. In the worst case, that could be as
much as 45% pension tax then 40%
inheritance tax.
What you do with your pension is a very
important decision. Therefore, we strongly
recommend you understand your options
and check your chosen option is suitable for
your circumstances during your life changes,
taking professional financial advice or
guidance is always advisable.
Using the government’s Pension Wise
service is a reliable source of help in such
matters.
This article and our guides are not
personal advice. Tax law is complicated and
we cannot replicate every rule, nuance or
exemption either in this article or our guide.
If you are in any doubt as to the best course
of action for you we suggest you seek
personal financial advice. Please remember
tax rules can change and the value of any
tax benefits will depend on your personal
circumstances.

One of the most effective
ways to increase your
income and ensure you leave
behind the most money for
your loved ones is to make
sure you’re not paying more
tax than you need to.
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Protect your pension from up to 55% tax
Should all your pension pots be worth
more than £1 million by the time you
retire or reach age 75, you can apply
now to protect them from a tax charge
of up to 55%.
You can register for Fixed Protection
2016 and Individual Protection 2016
with HMRC as of 6 April 2016.
At present there is no cut off date by
which either or both must be registered
with HMRC.

What is the pension Standard Lifetime
Allowance (SLA)?
There is a ceiling value on the total pension you can hold in
pensions, known as the lifetime allowance. Any excess above this
value, when you take benefits or reach age 75, can be subject to a
tax charge of up to 55%.
The cap was reduced by the government from £1.25 million to
£1 million on 6 April 2016, but anyone affected may be able to
register for protection.

How do I protect my existing pension
savings?
If you believe you may exceed the SLA, you may be able to
apply for a higher allowance. There are three types of
‘protection’ you can apply for:
1. Fixed Protection 2016 Which fixes your allowance at
£1.25 million, but only if you have not made or
received pension contributions since 5 April 2016 and
will not in the future. This includes accruing benefits
in a final salary scheme.
2. Individual Protection 2016 This is available if your
pensions were worth more than £1 million on
5 April 2016. It fixes your allowance at the value of
your pensions as of 5 April 2016, up to a maximum
of £1.25 million. You can continue to make and
receive contributions.
3. Individual Protection 2014 This is available if
your pensions were worth at least £1.25 million on
5 April 2014. It fixes your allowance at
the value of your pensions as of
5 April 2014, up to a maximum of
£1.5 million, and you can continue
to make and receive contributions.

How do I apply for protection?

Will my pension ever reach £1 million?

Applications for Fixed Protection 2016 and Individual Protection
2016 are open online at www.gov.uk/guidance/pension-schemesprotect-your-lifetime-allowance. Applications for Individual
Protection 2014 have been open since 2014. You can also apply
on the HMRC website and the deadline is 5 April 2017.

£1 million is a large amount, but as many as half a million people
could be caught out by these changes.
The total amount of your pension is measured against the lifetime
allowance, and therefore includes any investment growth on what
has been paid in. Final salary pensions also count towards the
limit and can be large. For example, a final salary pension that
pays £25,000 a year is worth £500,000 or more, because the
annual pension is multiplied by 20 and any additional lump-sum
entitlement should be added.

Am I right to apply for protection?
The rules are complex and there may be other factors to consider,
but generally:
• If your pensions were worth more than £1.25 million on
5 April 2014, consider applying for Individual Protection 2014.
• If your pensions were worth more than £1 million on
5 April 2016, consider applying for Individual Protection 2016.
• If you have made no contributions since 5 April 2016, and do
not plan to make any more, consider applying for Fixed
Protection 2016.
Ultimately the decision will depend on your circumstances.
If you are unsure, seek personal advice because this article is not
able to take your situation into account.

What if I already have protection?
Applying for the new protections will not invalidate any
protection you already have from any previous falls in the lifetime
allowance.
If you already hold Enhanced Protection, Fixed Protection 2012
or Fixed Protection 2014, it could be wise to apply for Individual
Protection 2014 or 2016. Even though your current protection
gives you a higher allowance, it could be lost if you make or
receive contributions. Individual Protection 2014 or 2016 will give
you a back-up in the situation future contributions are made,
albeit at a lower level.

The lifetime allowance is a complex area, so
anyone close to the limit should seek expert
advice before proceeding. An adviser can help
you decide if you should apply for protection
and can explain additional opportunities.
Some investors can take up to £30,000 from
their pensions without it being tested against
the lifetime allowance.
The value of your investment and the income from it can go down as well as up and you may not get back the original amount invested.
Past performance is not a reliable indicator for future results. Levels, bases and reliefs from taxation are subject to change and their value
depends on the individual circumstances of the investor. Please contact us for further information or if you are in any doubt as to the suitability
of an investment.
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Rising tuition fees
How to plan around the withdrawal of student grants
University tuition fees were back in the spotlight recently when it
was announced a number of UK universities are already listing
higher fees for the 2017/18 academic year, even though any
increase over the current £9,000 upper limit hasn’t yet been
approved by government.
In the 2015 budget it was announced that as from 2017,
universities would be able to raise their tuition fees beyond the
£9,000 cap, in line with inflation, which calculates into an
increase of £250 for the 2017/18 academic year. If inflation
continued at the same rate, fees could exceed £10,000 at some
universities within four years.
Worse still, the government, as of 1 August 2016 abolished
student grants, saving the government billions.
The government expects students to increase their student
borrowings and loans to cover the withdrawals of grants.

Inflation-proof your child’s investments

Inflation expectations

Tuition fees were introduced in 1998, when many of today’s
students were only just born. Since then there have been a
number of changes to the system, like the big impact of the
withdrawal of the student grants, there’s no saying what may
come next before a child goes to university. If parents are
concerned about the costs a young child may face later in life,
often the best thing to do is start building up the funds efficiently
now.
Junior ISAs are very popular and help parents and grandparents
invest for a child’s future. This article is not personal advice, so if
you are at all unsure of the suitability of an investment please
contact us for advice.

The Bank of England reduced interest rates in early August to
0.25%, this will ensure inflation moves more positive than
negative, but is expected to increase sharply as the effect of a
weaker pound makes its way into the year-on-year calculation.
Does this mean university fees will rise further? Will they rise
significantly? Yes, which will be little consolation to parents as
they know universities will take every opportunity to increase fees
that appears.

It is always the same rule with investing, the earlier you start the
more you will have. If you are investing for a child to help with
fees (or anything else for that matter), then this refocus on tuition
fees serves a timely reminder that it’s crucial to build some sort of
‘inflation proofing’ into your investments.
Equities are generally seen as the best way of beating inflation,
though they are also the riskiest of the main asset classes and
investors need to be comfortable with the possibility of getting
back less than originally invested. Rather than picking individual
shares, most Junior ISA investors choose to invest in equities and
other assets through funds. Financial experts put together some
Junior ISA investment packages which can provide a good
starting point.

Investing for the next generation

In the 2015 budget it was announced that as
from 2017, universities would be able to raise
their tuition fees beyond the £9,000 cap

The value of your investment and the income from it can go down as well as up and you may not get back the original amount invested.
Past performance is not a reliable indicator for future results. Levels, bases and reliefs from taxation are subject to change and their value
depends on the individual circumstances of the investor. Please contact us for further information or if you are in any doubt as to the suitability
of an investment.
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Generating income

what a difference ten years makes
We all know the last 10 years have been a
terrible time for savers. After suffering the last
seven years of very-low interest rates, the Bank
of England dealt another hard blow on the
5 August 2016 by cutting rates to a new
historic level of 0.25%, with the possibility of
yet another reduction to come before the end
of the year. Governor Mark Carney said rates
could “absolutely” fall further in the not-toodistant future.
Many major banks have already, as a
consequence, announced rate cuts for savers
and it is expected more will follow in the
weeks and months ahead. Currently, the best
instant access accounts offer rates of around
1.25% meaning on savings of £100,000, the
best annual income savers could expect to
receive is £1,250.
Due to such poor returns on cash, many
savers are choosing to forego the security
which cash provides and look to other assets in
search of a higher income. For those happy to
accept fluctuations in the value of their capital,
there is an area we believe which continues to
offer attractive income alternatives to cash.

Why equity income?
With low interest rates on cash and yields
plummeting on gilts and corporate bonds,
equity income funds continue to offer good
opportunities for long-term income seekers.
Equity income funds have been a favourite
of many investment managers for over
30 years. The managers of equity income funds
aim to progressively grow an investor’s income
over time by investing in companies paying
good levels of dividends, although this is never
something which can be guaranteed.

Equity income funds typically invest in large,
stable and profitable companies with the
potential to raise the dividends they pay to
shareholders. Additionally, for companies
where the dividend rises, the value of the
company and its share price should also rise.
This means that, unlike cash, investors could
also benefit from their invested capital growing
over time, though there are no guarantees.

It is clear to see from the bar chart that the
income from the average cash account has
fallen significantly over the last ten years, but
the reverse has happened for equity income
funds which have risen steadily. In fact, over
the last year they have yielded an income
which is ten times that of the average cash
account (although there are no guarantees this
will be repeated).

A ten year plan
Over the last 10 years income generated from
cash and equity income funds have followed
two very different paths. The bar chart below
shows the annual income generated on a
£10,000 lump sum invested for ten years in a
typical equity income fund versus the income
from the average instant access cash account
(note: this is not in any way a guide to future
returns, unlike cash, which is secure, stock
market investments will rise and fall in value
meaning you could make a loss).

Past performance is not a guide to
future returns
Equity investments funds have the potential to
grow investors’ capital over the long-term,
though remember they can fall as well as rise
in value so you could get back less than
invested. Cash offers stability and security
generally of capital, which makes it a perfect
place for holding liquid assets, savings and
funding short-term spending needs.

Income from £10,000 invested in August 2006
£600

Equity Funds

Average Instant Access
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Source: Lipper IM, 1 August 2006 – 1 August 2016

The value of your investment and the income from it can go down as well as up and you may not get back the original amount invested.
Past performance is not a reliable indicator for future results. Levels, bases and reliefs from taxation are subject to change and their value
depends on the individual circumstances of the investor. Please contact us for further information or if you are in any doubt as to the suitability
of an investment.
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Is an annuity good value now?
Annuity rates are currently at their lowest
level since 2003, many still believe that
annuities offer poor value. However, if you
consider why annuity rates have reduced
and the benefits annuities can provide in
retirement, then this opinion of annuities
might deserve another look.

run the same risks. By buying an annuity
you can pass on the investment
management responsibility and risk to an
insurance company on the understanding
they will be paying you the agreed income
for life, no matter what happens to stock
markets or gilts.

Why have annuity rates fallen?
Annuity rates are governed by life
expectancy and investment returns.
The Office for National Statistics figures
suggest on average life expectancy at age
65 has increased more each year over the
last 30 years than it did in the previous
130. Longevity means annuity providers
have to pay income for longer. While life
expectancy has increased, the returns
providers can get from the investments
they choose (which is mainly from
government bonds, known as gilts) have
not.
The same market factors which have
applied downward pressure on annuity
rates could mean annuities offer you
good value. A longer life expectancy
makes a secure lifetime income very
desirable. Also, lower investment returns
could affect any of your investments just
like they do annuity providers, so you

Understanding your needs
Knowing how much secure income you
will need in retirement is important for
budgeting, once you have calculated this
figure you can relax and enjoy yourself.
It’s this ‘knowing’ the sum of the income
from annuities that gives annuities their
value and is hard to put a price on peace
of mind.
Generally in retirement you will require
enough money to cover your ‘fixed’ costs,

like utility bills, groceries, clothing, running
the car etc. What’s considered essential is
personal to you, some may not need a car
or rely on it, others may consider holidays
essential. What you need to do is add up
all your income and outgoings, this will
help you work out which parts are
essential too.
Remember pension income can come
from many sources, including the State
Pension and some workplace pensions like,
final salary schemes. If you want to turn
your private pension into a secure income,
the simplest way is to purchase an annuity.
Always seek professional financial advice
before deciding any course of action which
involves your pension savings.

For more information on any subject that we have covered in this issue, or on any other subjects,
please tick the appropriate box or boxes, include your personal details and return this section to us.
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Financial wealth check
Tax efficient investments
Pensions
Tax planning
Critical Illness cover
Protection
Off-shore investments
Healthcare
Director and employee benefit schemes

Name
Address
Postcode
Tel. (home)

Tel. (work)

Mobile

Email

Please return to:
McPhersons Financial Solutions
c/o 50 Havelock Rd, Hastings, East Sussex, TN34 1BE. Phone 01424 730000

You voluntarily choose to provide your personal details. Personal information will be treated as confidential by us and held in accordance with the Data Protection Act. You agree that personal information may
be used to provide you with details and products or services in writing or by telephone or email.

M8trix Media Limited
960 Capability Green, Luton, Bedfordshire, LU1 3PE

This magazine is for general guidance only and represents our understanding of the current law and HM Revenue and Customs practice.
We cannot assume legal responsibility for any errors or omissions it might contain. Level and bases of, and reliefs from taxation are those
currently applying but are subject to change and their value depends on the individual circumstances of the investor. The value of
investments can go down as well as up, as can the income derived from them. You should remember that past performance does not
guarantee future growth or income and you may not get back the full amount invested.

